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YOU, YOUR SUPPLIERS, AND COVID19
HERE AND NOW
We are several weeks into lockdown now and will hopefully soon move towards
a phased return to work.
Whilst your primary focus is on just how you are going to get things back up and
running within the guidelines there are still actions you must be taking within
your business. This includes continuing to engage with your suppliers.
It is far too easy to put on-going supplier issues (including outstanding
payments!) on hold until you better understand where your business is going to
be post-crisis. By doing so you can be creating bigger problems that you will
have to deal with just as you are trying to re-launch your business.
This Guide sets out some actions you can take in each of the most common
overhead expenditure areas. It provides a quick checklist for you to make sure
you have covered all the bases within your business to ensure a quicker return to
full capacity.

WHAT NEXT?
As well as keeping your existing suppliers happy you may also need to make
some new supplier relationships shortly. This is whilst you prepare your
premises for a return to work and bring in the precautions required of you by
the Government guidelines.
We have included a list of some of the things you need to be thinking about as
you plot your return.

ABSENT SUPPLIERS
Your suppliers are obviously going through an equally tough time and
unfortunately not all of them will continue to trade. Already there have been
some notable casualties in the supply markets that in turn have left businesses
desperately looking for replacement suppliers. We expect this to be a growing
issue over the coming months.
To help counteract this problem we are giving free access to our preferential
buying group deals previously only available through trade bodies. These deals
offer preferential prices with proven quality suppliers in all major areas of
overhead expenditure. Full details can be found at the end of this Guide.
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ELECTRICITY & GAS SUPPLIES
It is very important to communicate closely with your energy suppliers. If you
have closed down then you must make sure they know, and keep them advised
of on-going plans.
Remember to send in regular meter readings, even better send in regular
photographs of your meter, to evidence that there is no usage going on. This will
prevent incorrectly estimated bills being issued.
Avoid cancelling your energy DD’s if you possibly can. If you follow the steps
above, the DD’s should be pretty small anyway with small standing charges and
minimal usage.
If you have to cancel your DD your supplier may add a surcharge of up to 7% for
non-DD payment. Don’t forget to restart your DD as soon as you can.
Our understanding is that energy suppliers will view clients much more
favourably if you communicate with them.
Don’t forget that if your contracts are due for renewal, you still need to handle
them as normal to avoid succumbing to out of contract rates.
Be aware that certain suppliers are restricting the types of business that they
take on so your choice in the market may be restricted. Likewise, suppliers are
making credit checking tougher so this may lead to requests for bonds or an
increase in rates for you.
TELECOMS
You will have had to quickly reconfigure your telecoms when lockdown was first
imposed to enable you and your staff to deal with incoming calls.
A phased return after lockdown will lead you to have some staff on your
premises and some remaining working from home. You need to take this time to
understand the capability and flexibility of your system to cope with a split
workforce.
Older phone systems are fairly inflexible so you may need a further solution to
your current one to ensure you can operate fully through this phased return.
If you are expecting some of your staff to home work for longer than previously
expected you may want to look at the provision of broadband at their home
office. This will help you to control costs and control the security of any data
transmission between the office and the homeworker.
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OFFICE SUPPLIES
You must try and ensure that you pay any outstanding invoices as they fall due
for office products and other consumables your business uses. Failure to do so
can lead to your account being placed on hold and more seriously your credit
record being marked down.
As you start your return you will rely heavily on your office products supplier for
a lot of the goods that you will require to adhere to the Government restrictions.
They will provide you with anti-bacterial screens, PPE, sanitising gel, and many
other solutions to protect your staff.
So, make sure they are onside with you and your plans. If you are having
difficulties making payments let them know and agree a payment plan. Better to
do that than delay your ability to re-open.
As with your telecoms if you are expecting some staff to remain working from
home for longer then you need to make sure your office products supplier can
meet your needs. Your homeworkers will need equipment and relying on them
to source it themselves or getting what they need from, say, Amazon can be a
costly way to operate.
Make sure your supplier can include home deliveries as well as deliveries to your
premises. This will ensure you can control your costs.
BUSINESS RATES
Part of the Government support package for businesses is to provide a grant for
business rates as long as they are within set criteria. These grants are from
between £10k and £25k.
If you have not already claimed for your grant then contact the council
responsible for your rates and see whether you qualify.
INSURANCE
You will already be aware as to whether your business interruption insurance (if
you had it) will pay out or not. The majority of this type of cover is standard
which excludes things such as a pandemic. According to the Financial Conduct
Authority they will not get involved in cases where it is clear that this clause was
not included.
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In respect of a return to work you may wish to clarify with your broker or
insurer whether your employer liability cover will alter in respect of any
additional perceived hazards.
Likewise, should you look to extend homeworking then you will need to ensure
that suitable homeworkers insurance is in place.
FOOD AND DRINK
If you provide catering either to your staff or as part of the services you offer out
to customers you will need to re-engage with your food and drink suppliers.
Their industry literally went off the cliff when the lockdown started and since
then prices have been in turmoil.
Do not expect the prices you had before to be the same as you are offered now.
That said do not automatically accept any increases without checking if they are
valid.
To assist you with this we are offering a free, no obligation, check of prices for
anyone wanting a second opinion. Simply send your prices to us at info@spiralgroup.co.uk and we will respond with our thoughts on how competitive the
prices look.
MANAGED PRINT
Your photocopier and printer fleet will have been pretty redundant for the past
few weeks and that in itself may cause you an issue. Some contracts for this type
of equipment can include a minimum usage clause that you may fall foul of due
to the lack of use.
If this is the case then you need to speak with your supplier and see how they
will be dealing with this clause in these circumstances. Asking the question can
avoid a nasty shock on your next invoice and time and energy wasted in
resolving the issue.
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DX COURIERS (FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FIRMS)
Whether you have continued to use your DX account or not the volumes going
through the account will have dropped dramatically and will do so for some time
now.
As you pay for your DX service a year in advance you have already paid a higher
subscription to them than your volumes will warrant. Your volumes will
continue to be much lower than the same period last year for some time yet.
How DX deal with all of their customers overpaying this year is yet to be seen.
They have traditionally avoided refunds at renewal time preferring just to
deliver increases.
Best practice will be to take a note of the number of items that go through DX
each day and their weights for the foreseeable future. Only by doing this will you
be able to argue about the drop in volume and how it affects your subscription
come your renewal time.

PREPARING FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE
In preparing your premises to become compliant with Government guidelines
your existing supplier base should be able to provide you with most of the goods
and services you need.
That said you must still be careful to ensure prices offered to you are fair and
also that what is being offered to you is fit for purpose.
Here is a quick checklist of some of the goods and services for you to consider.
Office reconfiguration
Space planning
Reception counter screens
Desk anti-bacterial screens
Desk top screen extensions
Anti-bacterial door handles
Foot controlled door access
Thermal fever screening cameras
Hand sanitisers, dispensers, stations, and display
Personal protective equipment
Vinyl floor stickers
Relevant janitorial equipment
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This list is not exhaustive but give you a base to work upon. If you are struggling
to find a suitable supplier to assist you or are looking for a comparative price
then please let us know, we would love to help you if we can.
Spiral has a long list of proven, quality, suppliers in all areas of overhead
expenditure and we would be happy to connect you to them. There is no cost or
obligation to our service.
Contact Andy McCorquodale at a.mccorquodale@spiral-group.co.uk for help and
advice.
SPIRAL BUYING GROUP – FREE ACCESS
For the past 17 years Spiral Purchasing have set up and run preferential buying
group deals for business networks and trade bodies throughout the UK. Many
hundreds of businesses of all sizes and in every industry sector have benefitted
in time and cost saving by using these deals.
We are aware that should you lose one of your suppliers due to this downturn it
can take time and effort to replace them. Time that currently you just do not
have.
As a result and for a limited time we are offering free access to these deals for
any business that wants to work with proven, quality suppliers using our
specially negotiated prices.
We have worked with each of these suppliers for many years and collectively
they look after hundreds of our clients. We are happy to recommend them to
you.
You can now access deals in the following overhead areas.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
GAS
MOBILES

PRINT
CATERING
INSURANCE

ELECTRICITY
TELECOMS
COPIERS

To access these supply deals or for further details contact Andy McCorquodale
on a.mccorquodale@spiral-group.co.uk
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